Push Notiﬁcations
10 Questions to Ask Yourself Before Sending Your Next Message
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Does your push notification have a clear goal?
If you’re sending a push notification, it should be because you want your customer to take action right now. Make sure to
define what that action is from the very beginning.

Does your push notification offer value to your customers?
What’s in it for them? Useful tips, exclusive discounts, a freebie, or something else entirely?

Have you chosen the right audience?
Are you offering something that will interest all your loyalty club members? If not, think carefully about
how to segment them and only send this notification to the ones who are likely to be interested.
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Will your customers be happy to receive this push right now?
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Is your message brief, catchy, and urgent?
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Have you added a twist to really get your customers’ attention?
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Is this the right time of day? Of week? Of the year? Has it been long enough (but not too long) since your last push
notification? You don’t want to wake them, bother them, bore them, or overwhelm them.

Your customers are busy! They expect push notifications to be succinct and easily understood. And remember: They’re
getting this message in real time, so use words that will urge them to act right now.

Did you phrase your message in a way that will make your customers laugh, smile, or take note?
Remember: Before you can sell something to a customer, you have to pique their interest.

Will your customers know what you want them to do?
Marketers call it a CTA (call to action). Is yours clear? Compelling? Irresistible?

Have you provided all the necessary details?
If a customer wants to take action, will they know how? Make sure to cover all the basics in your message—or at least
make sure your customers know how to get any answers they need.

Have you considered how your past pushes have affected your sales?
What patterns do you see in your sales numbers after previous pushes? Are notifications more effective when they
advertise certain products or discounts? When they’re sent at certain times of the day (or week)?

Have you personalized your message?
You know a lot about your loyalty club members. Use this information to make them feel like you’re speaking to them
personally! For example, you can call each member by their first name, mention account information like the number of
points they’ve accumulated, or even automatically schedule a push notification for their birthday.
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